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Abstract
This report focuses on the creation of a software to calculate handling forces of bonnet and
tailgate. The handling force is the force required by a user to open or close a tailgate. It is a
bachelor thesis conducted for Karlstad’s university. The work is conducted at CEVT in
Gothenburg, the software will be used to improve workflow in early design phases.
The resulting software from this project is easy to use and shows good resemblance to the
reference values, which is old calculations done by a manufacturer. Comparing to
manufacturer calculation the software shows only small deviations in results. The software is
deemed to be an asset in the development work at CEVT.
The software is also easy to use and have been tested by employees, whom could operate the
software easily without instructions. It is based on regular equilibrium equations and the
software structure is logical and easy to follow, to make it simple to maintain and develop the
software if the need would arise.
The finished software calculates single pivot hinges and four bar mechanism-based hinges
equipped with gas springs. It also has the possibility to work with tailgate and bonnet
simultaneously to keep one project in one file.
The work has focused on, creating the software, user interfaces and kinematics/kinetics of
different types of hinges, with support from both literature and reports. This led to a software
built in Microsoft Excel, which was chosen due to its standard features for graphical display of
data. Building the software in Excel also makes it accessible to all employees who wishes to use
it.
The conclusion is that the software could in extension lead to higher quality on finished
products by allowing more tested configurations and continuous changes during the design
process.
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Sammanfattning
Denna rapport behandlar utveckling av mjukvara för att beräkna hanteringskrafter.
Hanteringskrafter är de krafter som krävs av användaren för att operera motorhuv och
baklucka. Projektet är genomfört som ett examensarbete på Karlstads universitet. Arbetet
utförs hos CEVT i Göteborg, där resultatet av arbetet kommer användas för att förbättra
designprocessen i tidiga stadier.
Den slutgiltiga mjukvaran är enkel att använda och uppvisar resultat som ligger nära
referensvärdena, som är gamla beräkningar gjorda av en tillverkare. Endast mindre avvikelser
finns mellan beräkningarna. Mjukvaran bedöms vara en tillgång I designarbetet hos CEVT.
Mjukvaran är också enkel att använda och har testats av de anställda som kunde använda
mjukvaran utan instruktioner. Den är baserad på vanliga jämnviktsekvationer, medan
strukturen i programmet är enkel att följa och förstå, detta för att göra det enkelt att underhålla
och utveckla om behovet uppstår.
Den slutgiltiga mjukvaran beräknar vanliga gångjärn och gångjärn baserade på
fyrledsmekanismer utrustade med gasfjädrar. Mjukvaran ger också möjlighet att jobba med
både motorhuv och baklucka samtidigt för att kunna hålla ett projekt inom en fil.
Arbetets fokus har legat på att, skapa mjukvaran, användargränssnitt och kinematik/kinetik
hos olika typer av gångjärn, med stöd inom både litteratur och rapporter. Detta resulterade i en
mjukvara byggd i Microsoft Excel, som valdes på grund av dess funktioner för att grafiskt
representera data. Att skapa mjukvaran i Excel innebar också att alla på företaget kan använda
mjukvaran.
Slutsatsen är att mjukvaran skapar en möjlighet att höja kvalitén på färdiga produkter genom
att möjliggöra fler testade konfigurationer och kontinuerliga förändringar under
designprocessen.
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Foreword
When starting this project, I was very interested in getting insight on how the vehicle industry
is as a workplace. During the work I have had the opportunity to meet different people and see
different aspect of the work involved with designing a complete car. And I now have a greater
understanding of how much work is involved in every little detail.
When realizing how much attention each part of the car is given, I also reflected over what this
project could mean in the development stages. When starting this project, I looked at the
handling forces only as a practical part of construction. You want the tailgate and bonnet to
stay open in a specified range and open easily. But discussing different parts during the work
and looking at the big picture, I realize this is not only about practical issues but also a part of
the user experience. To improve the development tools and with that improving quality of
work, it is possible to improve the overall quality feel of a car.
My point is that even a something like the tool developed in this project, that at first glance
looks to be far from a finished product. Could have an impact on the final product, and that all
pieces, even in a company with over thousand employees. I think this is a refreshing
realization, to know that the work you do is almost certainly important. Even though your work
tasks might seem very far from affecting a product with many people involved, like a car.
I have gotten the insight I wanted, and I am grateful for the opportunity given to me by CEVT.
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1.

Introduction

This Bachelor thesis is conducted in cooperation with CEVT, the goal is to develop a software
capable of calculating handling forces of tailgate and bonnet. CEVT is a new player in the
automotive industry, they are a subsidiary to Zhejiang Geely Holding Group. Other renowned
companies worth mentioning in the Geely Group are Lotus and Volvo, CEVT’s main purpose is
research and development for all the brands in the Geely Group. This thesis is the final part for
a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering at Karlstads University. Supervisor is Anders
Biel and Examiner is Nils Hallbäck. Supervisor at CEVT is Mikael Johansson.

1.1 Background
CEVT is as mentioned earlier focused on research and development, this means that a lot of the
work is done at concept stages. During concept generation and development, there are many
changes sometimes on a day to day basis. This creates a need to often check that placements of
components are still valid.
The current situation is that there is no realistic way of calculating handling forces of tailgate
and bonnet. When the concepts are drawing nearer a final design the subcontractor are tasked
with the calculations, this is problematic from several perspectives.
•

Time, tasking subcontractors with calculations takes time, both to specify what
calculations are to be performed and how the results should be presented. It also takes
time to get the results back from a manufacturer, this makes it very inefficient since
there could be a need to check the placements several times a day.

•

Workload, the manufacturer can perform very detailed analysis when the design is
finalized thanks to many years of empirical data but are not able to supply continuous
calculations during the design phase.

•

Counteract Late Changes, it is much cheaper to implement changes early in the
design stage, late changes tend to affect many other surrounding parts. This could
possibly create a snowball effect in the late design stages where a lot of surrounding
parts needs to be moved to accommodate a beneficial placement.

To summarize, a custom-made software can save both time and money.
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1.2 Purpose
To develop a software to be used in concept stages for calculation of handling forces. That can
reduce both cost and time in the early stages of development.

1.3 Goals
To develop a software that CEVT is able to use in their daily work and that is complete at the
time of delivery, the goals for this software are:
•

A software that can calculate the handling forces of tailgate and bonnet during both
opening and closing with good precision.

•

The software should be usable for all people at the department, this encompass both
technical and user aspects. The technical aspect is that the software must be accessible
for all employees and the user aspect that it must be easy to understand and use.

•

The software is compared to real world tests and adjusted so the mathematical model as
close as possible represents reality.

•

The software should be fully developed in the beginning of May 2019.

•

The software should be easy to maintain and develop, the coding behind should be
comprehensive so someone else can continue development.

These goals are primarily regarding the finished product to CEVT, but this is also a bachelor
thesis which create personal goals regarding the work itself, these are:
•

All submissions must be done in time and should keep a high quality on the work
submitted.

•

First version of report finished until 17:th of May 2019

•

Presentation of results from the work surrounding the bachelor thesis and the
conclusions drawn from this

•

Final version of the report submitted by 12:th of June.
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1.4 Limitations
This thesis only covers a specified area in this field. To be able to complete the work in the
timeframe given, it contains limitations, both regarding the scope of the project, but also to
what an expected result can be. These limitations are:
•

The software and all equations are written under the assumption that all calculations
can be done by quasistatic loading conditions.

•

All external factors such as rubber gaskets, dirt and friction are excluded from the
calculations and is instead represented by factors from the physical testing.

•

The thesis will only cover single pivot hinges with gas springs and four-bar mechanisms
with gas springs, no other type of hinge.

•

The software must give a graphical representation of the handling forces and display
warnings of simpler type.

1.5 Phases
The project is divided into three main phases. The first phase is an introductory phase, this
encompass planning, literature studies, establishing equations, and conceptual work. The
second phase is focused on the software, firstly how to implement the equations into the
software and making them work correctly. Secondly the layout and design of the software and
its functions. The third and last phase is focused on real-world testing of cars available at CEVT
in Gothenburg, the test results is to be used as a reference. To adjust the mathematical model
data from a manufacturer is used for better accuracy.
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2. Theory
This chapter presents the theory needed to understand how the mechanics and kinematics
affects the project.

2.1 Types of Hinges
There are a wide variety of different hinges depending on usage, for cars there are mainly three
kinds of hinges that are used. The most common is a single pivot hinge (see Figure 1)
consisting of one or several joints at one coaxial line. It can only rotate around this pivot point.
The other hinges are a four-bar mechanism (see Figure 2) and a variety of this, the five-bar
mechanism (see Figure 3). Where one of the connecting bars is split into two bars with a joint.
The Five bar mechanism is excluded from this work but is mentioned since it also appears on
cars.

Figure 1, single pivot hinge
on a Dacia Stepway

Figure 3, four-bar mechanism
hinge on a Volvo V60

Figure 2, five-bar mechanism
hinge from a Volvo 164

The simplest joint from both the mechanical and theoretical perspective, the single pivot
hinge. It is probably the widest spread type and the function is the same as that of a regular
door hinge. It has one Degree of Freedom (DOF), which can be calculated (see equation 1) [1].
𝐹 = 3(𝐿 − 1) − 2𝐽1 − 𝐽2 (1)
Where F is calculated degrees of freedom, L is the number of links in the mechanism and Jx is
the number of joints having x degrees of freedom. Hinges should only have one DOF, if a hinge
has two or more DOF the path cannot be predicted. For a single pivot hinge the values are, L =
2 and J1 = 1. And accordingly, equation 1 gives, F = 1, i.e. one DOF.
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It only rotates around the joint, which makes it easy to describe its movement and calculate the
forces. There are several varieties on this hinge to create a movement that suits different user
cases. The most common would be extending the attachment arm from the bonnet/tailgate to
the rotation center. By doing so the visible part of the bonnet/tailgate moves in an arc (see
Figure 4) instead of rotating around the hinge (see Figure 5).

Figure 5, tailgate rotating around hinge, Ford Mondeo

Figure 4, tailgate moving in arc, Volvo S90

The four-bar mechanism is used to create a different movement that is not possible with a
single pivot hinge. Due to its construction, the four-bar mechanism allows both vertical and
horizontal movement as well as rotation. It is still a one DOF, which can be calculated with
equation 1. For a four-bar mechanism L = 4 and J1 = 4. And accordingly, equation 1 gives F = 1
i.e. also one DOF.
The trajectory of bonnet/tailgate is determined by
the mechanism geometry. To change trajectory, it is
necessary to change the lengths of the bars or the
attachment points. For example, hinge with parallel
bars (see Figure 6). Does not have the same
trajectory as a hinge with non-parallel bars (see
Figure 7) even though all the bars are the same
length. [2]
Figure 6, hinge with parallel bars
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When looking at the four-bar mechanism it is also
important to notice that the rotation point moves
with the mechanism. This basically means the
bonnet/tailgate does not rotate around one fixed
point, as is the case with the single pivot hinge. This
point is called “instant center of rotation”. It is the
point where the two bars attached to the baseplate
intersects (see Figure 8). There is also a special case
where the bars are parallel, then there is no point of
intersection. Which means no instant center of

Figure 7, hinge with non-parallel bars

rotation, the bonnet/tailgate now only moves in the
horizontal and vertical direction (see Figure 6).
The five-bar mechanism differs from the
previous two, it is a two DOF mechanism. To
calculate with equation one the values are L = 5
and J1 = 5. And accordingly, equation 1 gives F =
2, i.e. two DOF.
This makes it move differently compared to the
other hinges. It also demands that the
mechanism is restricted in different ways to

Figure 8, instant center of rotation

control the motion. This makes it much harder
to calculate. It is the rarest mechanism and is mostly found on old cars. One way to restrict the
movement, is shown in the picture of the hinge from a Volvo 164 (see figure 3). There is a small
bar connecting the front and rear bar of the hinge, technically making it a six-bar mechanism.
To calculate with equation 1 the values are, L = 6 and J1 = 7, inserted into equation 1 gives F = 1,
i.e. one DOF.
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2.2 Forces and Calculations
There are several ways to calculate kinematics and kinetics. Two very common ways is algebra
and trigonometry, and the other is matrices. They both have their advantages and
disadvantages. The calculations in this project are mainly equilibrium equations. That means
that the forces are calculated to counteract each other and keep the object from moving.
The algebraic and trigonometric way is easy to visualize and easy to understand the
equations. To calculate an equilibrium, both relationships between parts and direction of forces
are needed. The relations between different parts are given as lengths and angles. These values
are then used as levers for the forces. The forces are given as the size of the force, its point of
action and angle. This can be used to calculate how the force affects the object in relation to
other points.
When several forces are acting on an object, it is possible to calculate the size of them, to create
an equilibrium. This is done by forming equations for each principle direction. If there are
forces in more than one direction or in different planes, you get a system of equations. By
transformation and substituting the equations it is possible to calculate the forces of interest.
The disadvantage is that for long equations with many forces or big system of equations it
quickly grows to very large expressions that are hard to handle.
The advantages of the algebraic approach are:
•

Easy to understand

•

Easy to read

•

Easy to do hand calculations for small systems.

•

One equation for the unknown force

The disadvantages are:
•

Complex problems can be hard to analyze correctly

•

The equations can become very large and cumbersome to handle.

With matrices, it is easier to handle large equations and complex calculations. It is also very
well suited to use together with calculation software. But on the other hand, it is not as easy to
follow the solutions and do them by hand. The matrix approach can also be used for calculating
both movement and forces. To calculate these problems, it is not important to know the
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absolute values of lengths and forces. It is only their relative size and positions that affects the
result. To get the final result it is of course necessary to know some of the real values [3].
The vector equations are written in matrix form. This makes it possible to use special
operations like cross or dot product formulas [4]. That is the strength of using the vector
approach. In matrix form it is also easier to structure and calculate larger expressions. When
solving the matrices, you get answers for all unknowns in a resulting matrix. As opposed to the
algebraic solution, where only the answer to the chosen variable is obtained [3].
The advantages of the vector approach are:
•

Natural to solve with computer aid

•

Answer to all unknowns

•

Easier to handle large expressions

The disadvantages are:
•

Answers in matrix form

•

Harder to follow

2.3 User Interfaces and User Experience
Designing a UI (user interface) is an important part of software development, it is the link
between the user and the functions. The main goal of the user interface is to be “invisible”, a
user should not have to think about and learn how to use the interface, it should be designed to
be used intuitively. It is important to design a useful and effective interface, this is not always
the same as what you like or what the user wants. [5]
A good user interface makes clear distinctions between different types of elements and is
concise in its design between different parts of the software. If the user learns how to use one
function, this functionality should not change between different parts of the software as this
makes the software hard to work with. It can lead to lower efficiency and is a source of
irritation for the user. [5]
User behavior is somewhat controllable, it is possible to guide the user to work with the
software as intended. The goal is to design a layout, so the user intuitively finds the different
sections in a logical order. As an example, important information is usually put in the center
and navigation in the top. This is a very common way to build software and webpages. It is
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based on behavioral studies, which areas receive attention first. By following this widespread
paradigm, the software becomes easier to use. It is therefore a crucial step to rate different
elements after importance to decide the layout. Another way to relay information to the user is
with color coding. By giving different areas different colors they are easily identified, and this
can be used to connect related elements in different parts of the software. [6]

2.4 Quasistatic loading
An important concept to understand in this work is quasistatic loading, which is a special way
to calculate equilibrium on things moving slowly. It can only be used for calculations were the
movement is very slow or the mass of the moving object is low. The important thing is that the
kinetic energy must be small in comparison to the potential energy, so small that it can be said
to have no effect in the final calculations. That is the prerequisite for quasistatic loading, the
principle behind it on the other hand is very simple. By moving an object with small increments
and calculate the equilibrium force at each point, it is possible to create coherent data for the
movement.
Advantages of quasistatic loading is the simplicity in the calculation steps. The incremental
approach also makes it easy to extract data at any given position. The precision of the final
graph is also adjustable by controlling the increment size.
Disadvantages of quasistatic loading is of course that it neglects all dynamic effects.
Depending on what is calculated this is not a problem, but before using this method it must be
determined that dynamic forces are very small, or the results will be very misguiding. Not
having the dynamic effects also makes it impossible to calculate things like impact energy.
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3. Methodology
As mentioned earlier the project is divided into three phases, in this chapter they are separated
into smaller more distinct parts. Many parts depend on the prior to be completed but they can
be done concurrently, these are the steps.
•

Project planning

•

Preparatory work

•

Defining equations

•

Software concepts

•

Implementing equations

•

Software creation

•

Testing

The project is started with planning and a project plan after that is the preparatory work which
is mainly information search and literature studies. After building sufficient knowledge of the
problem equations can be formulated to describe the problem. Based on the equations and a
concept generation, the software is created. To increase the precision and validate the
mathematical model against reality testing is conducted on real cars at CEVT facilities. The last
phase is adjusting the model after manufacturer data on previously calculated cases.

3.1 Project Planning
A project plan is established to aid in the process of the project, this is a separate document
that describes the purpose, goals and other key factors in the project [7]. It also contains the
core planning, such as a WBS (Work Breakdown Structure), and a time plan. The project plan
is reviewed by the supervisor at CEVT and approved before the actual work start.
A WBS (see Figure 9) is created using backwards planning, this methodology is based around
the idea that you start with your finished product and identify all activities that needs to be
completed for the product to be finished. Next step is looking at what needs to be done before
those activities, and so on until you end up at your starting point. All these activities are placed
in the WBS to give an overview of activities, and the order of them. [7]
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Figure 9, principle picture of WBS.

The Timetable (see Figure 10) is based on milestones and gates. Milestones are markers for
when important tasks are finished. The milestones effectively show when tasks should be
finished. A gate is a little different, in similarity to a real gate it is something the project must
pass. In planning gates are used to review work done so far. This is to determine if the project
can be allowed to move on, or if something needs more work. A lot of minor activities are also
identified and their dependencies to one another, to create a detailed timetable. All of this is
compiled into a Gant-schedule (see Figure 10) to make it easy to overview progress. [7]

Figure 10, principle picture of timetable and GANT.

The last step in the planning is a preventative step, a FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect
Analysis). This is to identify all possible threats to the project’s completion and try to mitigate
them. After a possible threat is identified it is given points for severity and likelihood. All the
identified risks are given possibly solutions. On how to avoid them and minimize the negative
they may have on the project (see Figure 11). [8]
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Figure 11, principle picture of FMEA.

3.2 Preparatory Work
The preparatory work mainly consisted of literature study and composing a requirement
specification.
The literature study is focused on three fields, mechanics, user interface and test
methodology. The literature study is conducted in the same order as the tasks included in the
work and is partly done concurrent to the work itself. The study is necessary to build an
understanding and knowledge in the fields, which is imperative for the continued work.
A requirement specification (see Figure 12) is an important document that describes all
the functions the software is supposed to have. It also acts as an agreement to compare the
finished work with. It is as an important document to check progress against and fall back to if
there are uncertainties. All entries into the requirement specification is divided into demands
and requirements. The required parts are necessary for a finished product in difference to the
demands. They are aspects that add value but are not critical. All the demands are rated based
on importance, how much value they add. This rating decides how highly the demands is
prioritized during development. The entries are sorted into functions and limits. A function is
something that the software is requested to perform. A limit is restricting. Whom created the
request/demand is also documented. [9]
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Figure 12, principle picture of requirement specification.

Software decision, the decision is based on criteria from the demand specification. It is
important to weight different aspects of the software to be used, to find the one most suitable
for the project. The software chosen needs to handle equations as well as a graphical output.
Gathering Information, general information regarding the subject is acquired from
discussion with the supervisor and teachers at the university. This is done to estimate the scope
of different parts of the project and possible solutions. A search for comparable software is also
done to get inspiration and ideas on how to solve the different challenges. Similar software can
also be an inspiration during the concept creation for the layout.

3.3 Defining Equations
When defining the equations there are a lot of factors and assumptions that are decided, these
decisions carries on through the rest of the project. There are two ways to go about calculating
these problems, with coordinates and algebra or matrices. Mainly two types of calculations are
done.
Positional calculations, done to determine the positions of different key points, mostly
coordinates for joints but also points like weight center [10]. Calculating all the positions is a
necessary step to form the equilibrium equations. As these positions in turn determine how
different forces affects the body. It also gives the ability to calculate levers for different forces.
The positional equations need to be written so they can be used incrementally for quasistatic
calculations.
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Equilibrium equations, these are used to determine the forces to keep an object from
moving, it is in an equilibrium state. To form the equilibrium equations an FBD (Free Body
Diagram) is needed. This is a graphical representation of all the forces acting on the body (see
Figure 13). This is a helpful tool for formulating the equilibrium equations. The equations are
formed by summarizing all forces in specific directions, this creates a system of equations. The
numbers on unknown variables dictate how many equations are needed to solve the system. If
there are more unknowns than
equations the system is said to be
statically indeterminate and cannot be
solved. It is however possible to work
around this depending on the nature of
the problem. These equations also need
to be written so they can be used
incrementally. [10]

Figure 13, principle picture of FBD.

Determine input/output, to determine the shape of the equations it is necessary to decide
which variables is to be inputs and which are outputs. Depending on how the inputs are
chosen, the output becomes given. A discussion with the supervisor is conducted to decide
which variables the user should provide. This determines the variables that are calculated as a
result.

3.4 Software Concept
The concept for the software is mainly
focused around the layout of the
different elements. To emulate the
structure and UI, a mapping of the
functions is done. The mapping is a
process for creating a structural
hierarchy. This allows easy overview for
content on different pages and
parent/child relationships. It also
defines navigation between different

Figure 14, principle picture of mapping.

pages (see Figure 14). [6]
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After mapping the UI, the different elements of the software are identified, these different
elements are the base for the layout. The requirement specification is also used in this step to
help identify all necessary pieces of the elements. Depending on the nature of the elements they
are divided into function groups.
Creation of the layout is done using paper
prototyping. Paper pieces are cut out to
represent the function groups. These paper
pieces can now easily be placed in different
configurations to test ideas and get a visual
representation of the different layouts (see
Figure 15). This gives a mean to estimate the use
Figure 15, principle picture of paper prototyping

of screen space and if the layout is functional. [6]

As a reference, the supervisor is given all the paper pieces with an explanation of what they
encompass and is tasked with designing an own layout. This is done without any prior
knowledge of the designs created earlier. Afterwards a short discussion session is held where
the supervisor has to motivate the different placements. The supervisor’s design and
motivations are then used as inspiration and as a tool to identify which elements is the most
important and should be in focus.
Concept Choice
First a rough sorting is done, removing all concepts that did not display the correct data in the
corresponding sheet. After that, the best designs and the design from the supervisor is
compared once again. Concepts that are far off in terms of information priority, is sorted out at
this stage.
The final choice is made subjectively between the best concepts. All the concepts in the final
stage are useable. Hence the final choice is made with “soft” values, that are hard to measure.
The priorities for the final sorting are element placing and use of screen space. The element
placing is compared to the principles described in the theory chapter. It premier’s layouts that
have a logical order of interaction. How well concepts use screen space is also important, to
avoid blank space and unnecessary scrolling. The final choice is the concept that best combines
these two aspects.
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3.5 Implementing Equations
To make the software usable the equations formulated needs to be inserted and tested. This is
done directly into the software where it is used. They also need to be verified, so that the result
from calculation is correct. To do this, different coordinates are inputted and compared to hand
calculations. This stage is done concurrent to the defining of equations. Since that makes it
easier to identify variables that are needed when implementing the equations.
All coordinates are converted to use a hinge point as Origo to simplify. A graphic interface is
also created to visualize the coordinate placement. This serves as an error check since the user
can see the coordinates positions relative to each other.
When implementing the equations, it is necessary to decide which order calculations are done.
Some steps require information from previous steps, while some can be calculated directly for
each increment.
At this step different variables are added to the equations to have the option of adjusting the
mathematical model. These variables are used to adjust the model. So that it as closely as
possible, recreates values from the manufacturer data.

3.6 Software Creation
First step in building the software is
wireframing (see Figure 16), this is a
refinement of the paper prototyping. All
elements are drawn with their respective
content to clarify the design and check
for any problems. Everything that goes
into the software needs to be included for
the wireframing to be effective. [6]

Figure 16, principle picture of wireframing.
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Another FMEA is made to asses any risks connected to the creation of the software. To get an
easy overview of what can go wrong and how to mitigate these risks. [8]
The software is built in the same order as it is used. This means that the fields for input from
the user is done first and then the coordinate plot. After that the calculation block is formed.
Next stage is including the remaining graphical elements. Lastly all error messages and final
touchups are incorporated into the software. This method allows for continually error checking
each function while building the software. As opposed to building everything and then testing.
Doing a complete build would be riskier since it can be hard to identify where errors occur in
the chain.
During the build placeholders are used. The function of the placeholder as it names implies
is to show how much space different elements are going to use (see Figure 17). The placeholder
is a simple block without functions or details. It is a visual help during development to make
sure everything fits as intended in the layout.

Figure 17, principle picture of placeholders.

To finalize the software, adjustments to the mathematical model is done. This is done by
implementing the results from comparing manufacturer data with the software calculations.
This is the last step of the project. It is an iterative process where different variables are used to
affect the mathematical model in different ways. With the goal of making the mathematical
model correspond to the manufacturer values.
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3.7 Testing
To attain data as a reference to the mathematical model a physical test is performed. The test
arrangement is a digital load cell attached to the tailgate or hood and a cable extension
transducer.
To create the attachment brackets, cross-sections of the different attachment positions are
extracted from a 3D-model. The brackets are then modeled to fit these cross-sections. Different
types of brackets are designed and manufactured (see Figure 18 to Figure 19). The brackets role
is to fixate the testing equipment to the different parts of the vehicle. The parts that needs
brackets are, tailgate outside handle, tailgate inside handle and bonnet edge. The equipment
the bracket needs to hold is a digital load cell.

Figure 19, measuring bracket for
inside tailgate

Figure 21, measuring bracket for outside
tailgate

Figure 18, measuring bracket bonnet

The testing equipment is as mentioned a digital load cell but also a
cable extension transducer, it measures the distance an object moves. The
digital load cell is attached to the handling points (Figure 20). and the
cable extension transducer is placed at the strut (Figure 22). By measuring
the stroke, it is possible to index the force reading with the corresponding
value calculated by the software.

Figure 20, digital load
cell attachment
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The resulting data is used to create graphs. These graphs are plotted together with the
calculated values to study how they differ. With this information the different factors are
adjusted. The goal is to create a verification on how the mathematical model behaves compared
to reality.
The mathematical model itself is also verified against
manufacturer data. Data from different hinges in
production, which already have been modeled, are
entered into the software. These values are plotted
together with those from the manufacturer. This
shows any differences between the software’s
calculation and that of the manufacturer. The software
is adjusted with the implemented factors to come
Figure 22, extension cable attachment

closer to the manufacturer’s values.
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4. Results
The results of all the work described earlier is summarized in this chapter. Since there are few
results from actual testing, the focus is what the result of each step presented in the method
chapter is.

4.1 Project Planning
The project plan (in Swedish, see appendix 1) is a great help to start the project. It is not used
often during the project and it did not change. However, the work creating the planning and
supporting documents is imperative to understand the scope. Even if the project plan itself is
not used extensively. Many of the documents made to create it is used such as planning and
WBS. The decision to do a detailed project plan with a lot of effort put into the different parts
also helped to avoid unnecessary work and bad choices.
The WBS (see appendix 2) is very useful in identifying dependencies and structure the work.
Thanks to the detailed backwards planning it built upon all the working blocks identified have
been necessary. Except for those related to electric springs since they are excluded because of
time constraints. It is also never needed to include any extra working blocks, since the original
WBS covered all necessary steps.
In the picture (see Figure 23) the
gates and milestones are shown.
The full Timetable is found in the
appendixes (see appendix 3). The
result of the timetable is that some
delays related to the equations for
four-bar mechanisms are easily
diverted. From the timetable the
GANT-schedule (see appendix 4) is
created.
Figure 23, list of gates and milestones
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The FMEA created with all identified risks are shown below (see Figure 24).

Figure 24, FMEA of the project

4.2 Preparatory Work
The preparatory work is the foundation for the whole project. The activities connected to this
step are used to determine the future work. It also gives the ability to check the final product to
see if it solves the problem in a satisfactory way.
Literature study encompass different fields, focus is on:
•

User experience of software’s and graphical interfaces

•

Mechanics

•

Measuring methodology and measuring error
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Even if it is not the focus of this project a brief study of user experience and user interfaces is
done. This is done to ensure the software is easy to use. It also gives the possibility to make
active choices when placing different elements.
To understand the mechanics, both kinetic and kinematic, is crucial to create a software which
purpose is to calculate forces. The study is focused on areas which is applicable on different
types of hinges. For calculating forces, the key areas are: Different ways to calculate positions
and how to calculate forces at given points. For understanding of hinges an important notion is
DOF.
Since the software is adjusted with test data, it is important to understand how to measure. It is
also important to be able to identify sources of error. Some errors are not avoidable and
therefore it is necessary to be able to weigh their impact on the results.
A part of the requirement specification is shown in Figure 25. The full requirement
specification can be found in Appendix 5.

Figure 25, part of requirement specification

The software decision is Excel from Microsoft. It is chosen because of prior knowledge of
the software. The other available software at CEVT is Octave [11], a calculations software
similar to MATLAB. Due to no prior experience with Octave it is deemed to be more work to
learn, than working around Excel’s limitations as a calculation software. Excel also has a lot of
built in features for graphic representation of data. The software choices are limited to Excel
and Octave since the company computers are limited to pre-approved software’s.
The information gathering gives a lot of input for the requirement specification. Similar
previous work is also found, among other a Master thesis about creating a similar software
[12]. But without capabilities of calculating four-bar mechanisms.
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4.3 Defining Equations
All equations are first written by hand to create a base, this is done with positional equations
and FBD. Before defining the equations, it is necessary to determine what they should and
should not include. Below is a list of decisions and assumptions made to be able to write the
equations:
•

All work is done in a Cartesian coordinate system.

•

All calculations are quasi-static

•

All mechanical elements are assumed to be stiff

•

All equations are without friction

•

Friction is added through factors after physical testing

•

Coordinate system places Origo at HL or RHL

4.3.1 Positional Equations
Based on these criteria the equations for different
types of hinges are defined. First step is to create a
sketch of the problem (see Figure 26). This sketch is
used to define all points needed for the equations.
Next step is creating sketches for the angles and
lengths needed to calculate positions (see Figure 27
and Figure 28). For all calculations, sketches and all
hinges, see appendix 6. All points identified are

Figure 26, sketch of points

summarized in Table 1.

Figure 28, sketch of angles
Figure 27, sketch of lengths
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Table 1, description of points defined in fig x.

Point Full name

Description

H

Handle

The point where handling force is applied

IH

Inside Handle

Point where handling force is applied for

Note
Only tailgates

closing
HL

Hinge Line

Center of rotation for single pivot hinge

Only single

(hinge joint)

pivot hinge

SB

Spring Body

Spring to body attachment

SM

Spring Moving part

Spring attachment to the moving part
(bonnet/tailgate).

CoG

Center of Gravity

Center of Gravity

RHL

Rear Hinge Line

Rear body attachment, (hinge joint)

Only FBM

RHM

Rear Hinge Moving

Rear moving part attachment, (hinge

Only FBM

part

joint)

FHL

Front Hinge Line

Front body attachment, (hinge joint)

Only FBM

FHM

Front Hinge Moving

Front moving part attachment, (hinge

Only FBM

part

joint)

The lengths and levers of different parts are summarized below, some of these are fixed and
some changes with movement (see Table 2).
Table 2, description of lengths and levers.

Length Full name

Description

Note

LH

Length to Handle

Distance between H and HL/RHL

Fixed

LIH

Length to Inside Handle

Distance between IH and HL/RHL

Fixed

LCoG

Length to Center of Gravity

Distance between HL/RHL and CoG

Fixed

LS

Length to spring

Distance between HL/RHL and SM

Fixed

LSL

Spring length

Distance between SB and SM

Changing

LB1

Length Bar 1

Length of Bar 1

Fixed

LB2

Length Bar 2

Length of Bar 2

Fixed

LB3

Length Bar 3

Length of Bar 3

Fixed

LIB

Length Imaginary Bar

Distance between RHM and FHL

Changing
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All angles that are necessary for the calculations are summarized in Table 3. There are both
angles that change during movement and those that are fixed between parts.
Table 3, description of angles defined in fig x.

Angle

Full name

Description

Note

θH

Theta Handle

Angle for line from HL to H with respect

Changing

to horizontal line
θIH

Theta Inside Handle

Angle for line from HL to IH with

Changing

respect to horizontal line
θS

Theta Spring

Angle for line from HL to SM with

Changing

respect to horizontal line
θCoG

Theta Center of Gravity

Angle for line from HL to CoG with

Changing

respect to horizontal line
θS (X-Y

Theta Spring (X-Y plane)

Changing

X-Y plane

plane)

θFS

Angle of the spring with respect to the

Theta Spring Force

Angle of spring with respect to

Changing

horizontal line
θB1
θB2
θB3
θIB
θB2-B3

Theta Bar 1
Theta Bar 2
Theta Bar 3
Theta Imaginary Bar
Theta Bar 2 to Bar 3

Angle of bar 1 with respect to horizontal

Changing

line

only FBM

Angle of bar 2 with respect to horizontal

Changing

line

only FBM

Angle of bar 3 with respect to horizontal

Changing

line

only FBM

Angle of IB with respect to horizontal

Changing

line

only FBM

Angle between Bar 2 and Bar 3

Changing
only FBM

θB3-IB

Theta Bar 3 to Imaginary

Angle between Bar 3 and IB

Bar
θB2-IB

Theta Bar 2 to Imaginary

only FBM
Angle between Bar 2 and IB

Bar
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With all variable defined it is possible to formulate the equations needed. First is the
recalculation of the coordinate system to place HL/RHL as Origo. HL/RHL is set to (0,
0) and the rest of the coordinates are calculated. For the bonnet equation 2 is used and for
tailgate equation 3. Since the hinge only moves in the X-Y plane no Z coordinates are used.
Except for the spring since the angle affects the spring force. SB is set to 0 and SM is calculated
with equation 4.
𝑋𝐻𝐿 − 𝑋𝑋1 = 𝑋𝑋2

(2)

𝑋𝑋1 − 𝑋𝐻𝐿 = 𝑋𝑋2

(3)

𝑍𝑆𝐵 − 𝑍𝑆𝑀1 = 𝑍𝑆𝑀2

(4)

Index 1 represents the original coordinate, from user input. While index 2 means it is
recalculated to the new coordinate system.
With the new coordinates it is possible to calculate the lengths of different parts, this is done
with the Pythagorean theorem, equation 5.
√𝑋𝑋2 + 𝑌𝑋2 = 𝐿𝑋

(5)

In the four-bar hinge many parts does not originate from Origo (see Figure 29). The length of
those parts can be described with equation 6 and 8.

Figure 29, sketch of four bar mechanism

√(𝑋𝑋 − 𝑋𝑅𝐻𝑀 )2 + (𝑌𝑋 − 𝑌𝑅𝐻𝑀 )2 = 𝐿𝑋

(6)

This equation is for parts originating from RHM.
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√(𝑋𝑋 − 𝑋𝐹𝐻𝐿 )2 + (𝑌𝑋 − 𝑌𝐹𝐻𝐿 )2 = 𝐿𝑋

(7)

This equation gives the length of Bar 3 and LIB
√(𝑋𝑆𝑀 − 𝑋𝑆𝐵 )2 + (𝑌𝑆𝑀 − 𝑌𝑆𝐵 )2 + (𝑍𝑆𝑀 − 𝑍𝑆𝐵 )2 = 𝐿𝑆𝐿

(8)

This equation calculates the length of the spring.
To calculate the angles for the single pivot hinge equation 9 is used.
𝑋

𝑎𝑟𝑐 𝑠𝑖𝑛( 𝐿 𝑋) = 𝜃𝑋

(9)

𝑋

As with the lengths the angles of the four-bar mechanism require more equations, there are
also more angles necessary to calculate (see Figure 30). Except for θB1, which can be calculated
with equation 8. The angles of the four-bar mechanism are calculated with equation 10 – 12.

Figure 30, sketch of angles and relations between points
𝑌𝑋 −𝑌𝑅𝐻𝑀

𝑎𝑟𝑐 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝐿𝑋

) = 𝜃𝑋

(10)

Is for calculating the angles for parts originating from RHM, with respect to the horizontal line.
𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠 (

(𝐿2𝐼𝐵 +𝐿2𝐵3 −𝐿2𝐵2 )
(2∗𝐿𝐼𝐵 ∗𝐿𝐵3 )

) = 𝜃𝐵3−𝐼𝐵

(11)

This is the law of cosine rewritten to give the angle θB3-IB. It is also used for θB2-B3 and θB2-IB.
This is an error check since the three angles summed always should be 180°.
180 − 𝜃𝐼𝐵 − 𝜃𝐵3−𝐼𝐵 = 𝜃𝐵3

(12)

Is for calculating θB3
Equation 13 and 14 are for calculating different angles of the spring. These equations are valid
for all hinges.
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𝑍

𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠( 𝐿𝑆𝑀 ) = 𝜃𝑋−𝑌 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒

(13)

𝑆𝐿

𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝑌𝑆𝑀 −𝑌𝑆𝐵
𝐿𝑆𝐿

) = 𝜃𝐹𝑆

(14)

To get the forces for the whole range of motion it is necessary to recalculate many of these
values for each position. For the single pivot hinge this is done with regular sinus and cosines
functions. For each calculation step the bonnet/tailgate is rotated 0.5° and the new coordinates
calculated. These coordinates are used to update angles and lengths that are not fixed. The
four-bar mechanism is the same principle but requires some extra equations. It is only possible
to calculate in the right order. First Bar 1 is moved 0.5°, this changes the length of IB. Which in
turn changes the angle θB3. This makes it possible to calculate FHM in a new position with
equation 15. This gives an angle change to θB2. That angle change is the same for all parts
originating from RHM. Last step is to calculate the new coordinates for CoG, Handle etc.
Equation 16 is used for that.
(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝐵3 ) 𝐿𝐵3 ) + 𝑋𝐹𝐻𝐿 = 𝑋𝐹𝐻𝑀

(15)

(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑋 ) 𝐿𝑋 ) + 𝑋𝑅𝐻𝑀 = 𝑋𝑥

(16)

Is for calculating new positions for all coordinates attached to RHM.

4.3.2 Miscellaneous Equations
There are a number of variables that need to be calculated they are listed below:
•

Temperature

•

Tolerance

•

Increased compression force

•

Spring stroke

•

Spring force

Tolerance and temperature influence and spring force change, while the others are fixed during
motion. And it is necessary to know them at any given time. A spring is fully extended when the
bonnet or tailgate is opened to the max. Therefore, it is important to calculate the current
extension of the spring. There is also a value, called X-value by the manufacturer. This value is
the difference in force between fully extended and retracted. The impact of these variables can
be calculated with equation 17-24. [13]
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𝐿𝑀𝑆 +𝐿𝐴𝑆 −𝐿𝑆𝐿

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑋−𝑌 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 ) (𝐹𝐺𝑇 + (𝐹𝐺𝑇 (𝑋𝑉 − 1) (

𝐿𝐴𝑆

)) = 𝐹𝑇

(17)

This equation gives the tolerance force at any given length. FT is the tolerance force after
calculation. FGT is the tolerance specified by the manufacturer, multiplied with the number of
springs. XV is the X-value of the spring. LMS is the minimum length of the spring and LAS is the
stroke/extension needed for the desired opening angle.
𝐿𝑆𝐿−𝑀𝑎𝑥 − 𝐿𝑀𝑆 = 𝐿𝐴𝑆

(18)

Where LSL-Max is the maximum spring length, LMS is the minimum spring length. The difference
is then LAS, the stroke of the spring.
𝐿𝑀𝑆 +𝐿𝐴𝑆 −𝐿𝑆𝐿

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑋−𝑌 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 ) (𝐹𝐺𝑆 + (𝐹𝐺𝑆 (𝑋𝑉 − 1) (

𝐿𝐴𝑆

)) = 𝐹𝑆 (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛)

(19)

Where FGS is the specified spring force multiplied with the number of springs. The rest of the
equation is the same as that for tolerance.
𝐿𝑀𝑆 +𝐿𝐴𝑆 −𝐿𝑆𝐿

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑋−𝑌 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 ) (𝐹𝐺𝑆 + (𝐹𝐺𝑆 (𝑋𝑉 − 1) (

𝐿𝐴𝑆

)) + 𝐹𝐼𝐶 ) = 𝐹𝑆 (𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒)

(20)

Same as equation for FS (open), except for FIC. Which is the increased compression force,
multiplied by number of springs.
𝑇

𝐶
(𝐹𝑆 (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) + 𝐹𝑇 ) + ((𝐹𝑆 (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) + 𝐹𝑇 ) (100
)) (𝑇𝐻 − 20) = 𝐹𝑆 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛)

(21)

Where TC is the temperature coefficient [%/Deg C°], the coefficient is 0,35 [14]. TH is the high
temperature input by the user.
𝑇

𝐶
(𝐹𝑆 (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) + 𝐹𝑇 ) + ((𝐹𝑆 (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) + 𝐹𝑇 ) (100
)) (𝑇𝐻 − 20) + 𝐹𝐼𝐶 = 𝐹𝑆 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ (𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒)

𝑇

𝐶
(𝐹𝑆 (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) − 𝐹𝑇 ) + ((𝐹𝑆 (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) − 𝐹𝑇 ) (100
)) (𝑇𝐿 − 20) = 𝐹𝑆 𝑙𝑜𝑤 (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛)

(22)

(23)

Where TL is the low temperature input by the user.
𝑇

𝐶
(𝐹𝑆 (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) − 𝐹𝑇 ) + ((𝐹𝑆 (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛) − 𝐹𝑇 ) (100
)) (𝑇𝐿 − 20) + 𝐹𝐼𝐶 = 𝐹𝑆 𝑙𝑜𝑤 (𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒)
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4.3.3 Equilibrium Equations
With all spring forces calculated it is possible to calculate the handling force itself. The forces
and moments relevant to the user are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4, description of forces

Force

Full name

Description

Note

FH

Handling Force

The force required to operate

Always perpendicular to

bonnet/tailgate

lever

Force at Center of

Gravitational force from

Always in the vertical

Gravity

weight

direction

Spring Force

Spring force

Direction varies with

FCoG
FS

movement

There are also several reaction forces, they are not listed since they only are used to formulate
and solve the equations. They are not calculated as the hinge is assumed to be strong enough,
to resist deformation caused by the reaction forces.
Based on the FBD (see Figure 31 and Figure 32) of the single pivot hinge and the four-bar
mechanism. It is possible to create equation systems for both hinges (see equation system 25
a,b,c and equation system 26 a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i).

Figure 31, FBD of single pivot hinge

For the single pivot hinge the moment
equilibrium is the only equation needed.
By solving for FH the handling force is
obtained. That results in equation 27.
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→ : ∑ 𝐹 = 0 ⇒ 𝐹𝑆 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝐹𝑆 ) + 𝐹𝐻 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝐻 ) − 𝐹𝑟𝑋 = 0
↑ : ∑ 𝐹 = 0 ⇒ 𝐹𝑆 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝐹𝑆 ) − 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 − 𝐹𝐻 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝐻 ) − 𝐹𝑟𝑦 = 0
↻ 𝐻𝐿: ∑ 𝑀 = 0 ⇒ 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝐶𝑜𝐺 ) · 𝐿𝐶𝑜𝐺 + 𝐹𝐻 · 𝐿𝐻
+𝐹𝑆 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝐹𝑆 ) · 𝑌𝑆𝑀 − 𝐹𝑆𝑀 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝐹𝑆 ) · 𝑋𝑆𝑀 = 0

(25 a,b,c)

→: ∑ 𝐹 = 0 ⇒ 𝐹12𝑋 − 𝐹11𝑋 = 0
↑: ∑ 𝐹 = 0 ⇒ 𝐹11𝑌 − 𝐹12𝑌 = 0
↻ 𝑅𝐻𝐿: ∑ 𝐹 = 0 ⇒ 𝐹12𝑌 · 𝐿1 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1 ) + 𝐹12𝑋 · 𝐿1 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1 ) = 0
→: ∑ 𝐹 = 0 ⇒ 𝐹33𝑋 − 𝐹43𝑋 = 0
↑: ∑ 𝐹 = 0 ⇒ 𝐹43𝑌 − 𝐹33𝑌 = 0
↻ 𝐹𝐻𝐿: ∑ 𝐹 = 0 ⇒ 𝐹33𝑌 · 𝐿3 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃3 ) + 𝐹33𝑋 · 𝐿3 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃3 ) = 0

(26 a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i)

→: ∑ 𝐹 = 0 ⇒ 𝐹𝑆 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝐹𝑆 ) + 𝐹𝐻 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝐻 ) + 𝐹12𝑋 + 𝐹33𝑋 = 0
↑: ∑ 𝐹 = 0 ⇒ 𝐹𝑆 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝐹𝑆 ) − 𝐹12𝑌 − 𝐹33𝑌 − 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 − 𝐹𝐻 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝐻 ) = 0
↻ 𝑅𝐻𝑀: ∑ 𝐹 = 0 ⇒ 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 · 𝐿𝐶𝑜𝐺 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝐶𝑜𝐺 ) + 𝐹𝐻 · 𝐿𝐻 − 𝐹𝑆 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝐹𝑆 ) · 𝐿𝑆 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑆 )
+𝐹𝑆 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝐹𝑆 ) · 𝐿𝑆 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑆 ) + 𝐹33𝑋 · 𝐿𝐵2 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃2 ) + 𝐹33𝑌 · 𝐿𝐵2 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃2 ) = 0
(−𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 ∗𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝐶𝑜𝐺 )∗𝐿𝐶𝑜𝐺 )+(𝐹𝑆 ∗𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝐹𝑆 )∗𝑌𝑆𝑀 )+(𝐹𝑆 ∗𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝐹𝑆 )∗𝑋𝐹𝑆 )

(

) ∗ 𝐴 = 𝐹𝐻

𝐿𝐻

(27)

In the equation FS is one of the six spring forces calculated earlier. LH is the lever for the
handling force and can also be substituted with LIH. A is either 1 or -1 depending on if it is
opening or closing that is calculated (opening or closing changes the direction of the force).
The equation systems for the four-bar mechanism are solved for FH using Mathematica. The
result is equation 28.
(𝐹𝑆 · 𝐿2 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1 + 𝜃2 − 𝜃3 − 𝜃𝑆 ) − 𝐹𝑆 · 𝐿2 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1 − 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃𝑆 ) + 𝐹𝑆 · 𝐿𝑆 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1 − 𝜃3 + 𝜃𝑆 − 𝜃𝐹𝑆 )
−𝐹𝑆 · 𝐿𝑆 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1 − 𝜃3 − 𝜃𝑆 + 𝜃𝐹𝑆 ) − 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 · 𝐿2 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1 + 𝜃2 − 𝜃3 ) + 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 · 𝐿2 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1 − 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 )
+𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 · 𝐿𝐶𝑜𝐺 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1 − 𝜃3 − 𝜃𝐶𝑜𝐺 ) + 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 · 𝐿𝐶𝑜𝐺 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1 − 𝜃3 − 𝜃𝐶𝑜𝐺 ))/
(2 · 𝐿𝐻 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1 − 𝜃3 ) − 2 · 𝐿2 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃1 − 𝜃𝐻 ) · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃2 − 𝜃3 ) = 𝐹𝐻
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(28)

4.4 Software Concept
The mapping resulted in an easy structure that is the base of navigation and content separation
(see Figure 33).

Figure 33, mapping of software pages

The content of the software is divided into elements of different types to organize. The
elements created are shown in Table 5.
Table 5, different elements of the software

Element

Description

Navigation buttons

Buttons to navigate to different pages of the software

Coordinate inputs

Input field for all coordinates used

Miscellaneous inputs

Inputs regarding spring specifications, temperature etc.

Coordinate plot

Graph plotting the coordinates inputted for error check

Handling force graph

The graph plotting the handling force itself

Warning notification

Box to alert user if there are any warnings present

Warning list

List of warnings that the software checks for

Basic data output

The most important calculated values

Advanced data output

All Min/Max values etc.

Angles

Angles between different parts

Lengths & Levers

Lengths of different parts and levers for forces
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The elements are used in concept creation. The results are different layouts which you can see
examples of in Figure 34 and Figure 35. These pictures are only showing the difference
between different figures and are not rated. All concepts can be found in Appendix 7. The
designs created by the supervisor are shown in Figure 36 and Figure 37.

Figure 34, concept for graphical view

Figure 35, concept for detailed view

Figure 36, supervisor graphical view
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Figure 37, supervisor detailed view

The final Concept Choice is shown in Figure 38 and Figure 39. It is chosen due to good use of
screen space and logical interaction order [6]. Priorities of which information goes on the first
page and second page is partly based on the supervisor layout. Because of the supervisor’s
experience in using similar software and knowing what the most important features are.
Due to lack of time and priority there is no further testing to decide the best layout. If the UI is
a priority, this could be done with user tests and eye tracking, this reasoning is developed in
chapter 7 Future Work.

Figure 38, first page concept choice

Figure 39, second page concept choice
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4.5 Implementing Equations
The implementation order follows the same order as the software, the order is:
1. Recalculating coordinates with the hinge as Origo.
2. Calculating lengths of different parts.
3. Calculating starting angles and angles between parts.
4. Calculating the positions that each point takes during movement.
5. Calculate number of steps for desired opening angle.
6. Gas spring length and stroke calculations
7. Calculating the spring angle to the x-y plane for each position.
8. Calculating all spring variables depending on number of springs.
9. Calculating spring force for opening and closing for each position.
10. Calculating tolerance force for each position.
11. Calculating spring force at high and low temperature for each position.
12. Calculating handling force for each position.
13. Finding min and max forces
14. Finding crossover points for free fall and free rise
15. Comparing values to presets for warnings
All calculations are done for all types of hinges. The number of calculations for each step
however. Changes depending on what type of hinge and if it is a tailgate or bonnet. Depending
on if it is a bonnet or tailgate the coordinates are also recalculated differently. This makes it
possible to use the same equations for all other calculations.
The variables for adjusting the mathematical model are also decided. There are two
variables for adjusting the calculation. The first is a static force that offsets all values equally at
all angles either positively or negatively (see Figure 40). The second is a factor that multiplies
with the result. Thus, increasing or decreasing the rate of change, it also effects the min and
max values. Without changing the crossover point where the force switches direction (see
Figure 41).
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Figure 41, static force offset

Figure 40, multiplying factor

When implementing the equations, a large number of inputs are needed, and outputs
generated. They are listed and described in the tables below (see Table 6 and Table 7).
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Table 6, inputs to the software

Inputs
Coordinate inputs (user input)
Coordinate

Type

Unit

Note

Hinge line

Point

mm

Only X & Y

Strut body

Point

mm

Strut bonnet/tailgate

Point

mm

Center of Gravity

Point

mm

Only X & Y

Handle

Point

mm

Only X & Y

Inside Handle

Point

mm

Only X & Y, only Tailgate

Rear hinge joint

Point

mm

Only X & Y, only FBM

Front hinge line

Point

mm

Only X & Y, only FBM

Front hinge joint

Point

mm

Only X & Y, only FBM

Miscellaneous inputs (user inputs)
Input

Type

Unit

Note

Nr of springs

Quantity

-

Spring force

Force

N

Piston diameter

Measurement

mm

Spring X-value

Factor

-

Only manual override

Increased comp force

Force

N

Only manual override

Weight of bonnet

Mass

g

Desired opening angle

Angle

⁰

High temp

Temperature

C°

Only manual override

Low temp

Temperature

C°

Only manual override

Tolerance

Force

N

Only manual override

Default inputs (inputs decided by other inputs or standard values)
Spring X-Value

Factor

-

Decided by piston diameter

Increased comp force

Force

N

Decided by piston diameter

Tolerance

Force

N

Set by administrator

High temp

Temperature

C°

Set by administrator

Low temp

Temperature

C°

Set by administrator

Settings (Set by administrator)
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Calculation increment

Angle change

Deg

Set by administrator

Temperature coef.

Factor

%/deg

Set by administrator

Static adjustment open

Force

N

Set by administrator

Shaping factor open

Factor

-

Set by administrator

Static adjustment close

Force

N

Set by administrator

Shaping factor close

Factor

-

Set by administrator

Table 7, outputs from the software

Outputs
Coordinate outputs
Coordinate

Type

Unit

Note

Hinge line

Point

mm

Set as Origo (0,0)

Strut body

Point

mm

Z set as zero

Strut bonnet/tailgate

Point

mm

Z is only difference to strut body

Center of Gravity

Point

mm

Handle

Point

mm

Inside Handle

Point

mm

Only tailgate

Rear hinge joint

Point

mm

Only FBM

Front hinge line

Point

mm

Only FBM

Front hinge joint

Point

mm

Only FBM

Miscellaneous outputs
Output

Type

Unit

Note

Total spring force

Force

N

Total tolerance force

Force

N

Force at CoG

Force

N

Calculated from weight

Calculation steps

Increments

-

Number of calculation
increments needed

Max stroke

Length

mm

Maximum spring stroke

Actual stroke

Length

mm

Stroke needed for desired
opening angle

Lengths
Part

Type
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Rear bar

Hinge part

mm

Only FBM

Connecting bar

Hinge part

mm

Only FBM

Front bar

Hinge part

mm

Only FBM

Imaginary bar

Theoretical length

mm

Only FBM

only for calculation
Handle lever

Theoretical length to mm
handle

Inside handle lever

Theoretical length to mm

Only tailgate

inside handle
CoG lever

Theoretical length to mm
CoG

Spring lever

Theoretical length to mm
spring attachment
Handling forces

Force

Unit

Note

Opening

N

20°

Closing

N

20° increased compression force

Opening high

N

High temp, high tolerance

Closing high

N

High temp, high tolerance,
increased compression force

Opening low

N

Low temp, low tolerance

Closing low

N

Low temp, low tolerance,
increased compression force

Important threshold forces
Force

Unit

Note

Max closing force

N

At high temp

Max opening force

N

At low temp

Open reserve force

N

At low temp

Crossover points
Opening

Angle

°

20°

Closing

Angle

°

20°

Opening high

Angle

°

High temperature
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Closing high

Angle

°

High temperature

Opening low

Angle

°

Low temperature

Closing Low

Angle

°

Low temperature

In addition, the input and output there are warnings and graphs shown in Table 8 and Table 9
Table 8, warnings from software

List of warnings
Warning

Unit

Note

Max stroke to short

mm

Low reserve holding force

N

Too much negative stroke

mm

Too high closing force

N

High temperature

Too high opening force

N

Low temperature

Low free fall angle

°

High temp

High free rise angle

°

Low temp

Table 9, graphs in software

Graphs
Graph

Description

Handling force

Displays the handling force plotted against angle change

Coordinate plot

Displays the inputted coordinates to give visual feedback

There are also inputs and outputs generated during calculation. They are not covered in this
list. Because they are only part of calculations in the software and not by the user.
The error check for positional calculations are done by hand for the single pivot hinge. For
the four-bar mechanism, which is harder to calculate. The error check is done by creating a
model in CREO, a computer modelling software (Figure 42). All bars and points are created in
the model and their relations locked. By moving the model to different positions and
comparing the results with that calculated by the software. It is possible to determine if the
software calculates the movement of the mechanism correct.
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Figure 42, picture of model in CREO

Force error check is done by hand and with Mathematica.

4.6 Software Creation
A wireframe of each page is created (see Figure 43 to Figure 45), the wireframing differ
slightly from the chosen concept. A wireframe is a detailed sketch containing all elements of a
finished software drawn in full scale. The finished wireframe and software should because of
this look the same. The new design is created and optimized concurrently with the
wireframing.

Figure 44, wireframing graphical view page
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To asses risks with the software a FMEA on
the software creation is done (see Figure 46).
Next step is creating the pages and structure,
and then creating placeholders to asses
available space (see Figure 47). After that
different areas are created as they are
needed, and placeholders removed (see
Figure 48). Simultaneously as the UI is built
the equations are inserted into the software.
Figure 45, wireframing detailed view

Figure 46, FMEA of software build

Figure 47, picture of placeholders
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Figure 48, software partly created

Color scheme, a grey background is chosen to be easy on the eyes since white can become
very bright to look at. All fields are also color coded to be easily identified (Figure 49). All
colors used, and their meaning are listed below:
•

Green – Information and headlines

•

Blue – Input fields

•

Yellow – Output fields

•

Light orange – Fields not in use

•

Bright red – Warnings

Figure 49, colors used in the software
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4.7 Testing
The testing is performed at CEVT test facilities in Säve. One of the results is shown in Figure 51.
A comparison to the values calculated by the software is shown in Figure 50. for all results and
comparisons see appendix 8.

Figure 50, comparison of software to physical tests

Figure 51, screenshot from the measuring software, the X-axis shows distance in mm and Y-axis force in N
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One car is tested, and each test conducted one time, for the opening and closing of bonnet and
tailgate respectively. The brackets are sturdy and does not have any give under these testing
circumstances. The brackets have a tendency to loosen, because of unfavorable angles at
attachment points (see Figure 52). But did not move during the recorded tests.
There is no possibility of mounting the position
sensor without damaging the car. Because of this, it
is held by hand, pressed against the car for stability.
Reference points where it is held is extracted from
the 3D-model of the car. This is used to calculate
the positions of the bonnet and tailgate.
There is also no possibility to dismount and
Figure 52, the inside tailgate bracket

measure the spring independently to see the exact
spring force. And the temperature in the facility was

not controlled. That means that both the actual spring tolerance was unknown, and that the
temperature effect was unknown. This results in a high level of measurement uncertainty. [15]
The measuring software did not support exporting data. All data had to be manually read from
graphs in the software, this also increases measurement uncertainty [16].
Because of all these uncertainties and lack of repetition, the measurements are not used to
adjust the mathematical model. It is only used as a reference to compare with the mathematical
model.
Despite all these issues with the physical tests there are some usable information. Looking at
the shape of the graphs the measured values follow the same basic shape as the calculated. This
means that the mathematical model probably is correct, since they exhibit the same kind of
behavior.
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4.8 Finalized Software
There are a lot of different elements in the finalized software these are:
•

Page headers

•

Navigation

•

Input fields

•

Output fields

•

Warning fields

•

Settings

•

Graphs

•

Calculation block

4.8.1 Elements
Page Headers, to easily identify which page is currently being displayed (see Figure 53).

Figure 53, page header

Navigation is done with buttons. The buttons are shapes controlled with macros and links
(see Figure 54 and Figure 55).

Figure 54, navigation buttons from calculation pages

Figure 55, navigation buttons from start page
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Coordinate input, the field for coordinate input (see Figure 56).

Figure 56, coordinate input field

Miscellaneous input, the field for spring specifications, weight etc. (see Figure 57).

Figure 57, Miscellaneous inputs

Coordinate output, the recalculated coordinates with HL/RHL as Origo (see Figure 58).

Figure 58, recalculated coordinates

Starting lengths, reference lengths used for positional calculations and levers (see Figure
59).

Figure 59, lengths
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Starting angles, reference angles and starting points (see Figure 60).

Figure 60, angles

Miscellaneous data output and settings, min and max values, settings for calculations,
crossover points (see Figure 61).

Figure 61, mixed output and settings
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Warning list, list of adjustable warnings (see Figure 62).

Figure 62, warning sign and warning list

Calculation block, field with all calculations (see Figure 63).

Figure 63, part of calculation block
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Coordinate graph, (see Figure 64).

Figure 64, coordinate graph

Handling force graph, graph of handling force at different temperatures (see Figure 65).

Figure 65, handling force graph
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4.8.2 Pages
Start page, instructions and navigation to different calculations (see Figure 66).

Figure 66, start page

Graphical view, contains all input fields and graphs (see Figure 67).

Figure 67, graphical view page
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Detailed view, contains all calculations and settings (see Figure 68).

Figure 68, detailed view page

4.8.3 Functions and Use
Only the blue fields are used for inputs, all other fields are locked. The basic parameters like
warning levels and settings can be changed with a simple password. This is given to the user at
the start page. The lock is simply to avoid unintended altering. The rest of the sheets are locked
with a different password given only to administrators of the software. With this password you
can change everything.
Some values have standard levels but can be adjusted with the “manual” fields. While some
fields have predetermined values, which can be chosen from lists. With all values filled the
software creates a force graphs to be interpreted by the user. If the user wants to check any
values specifically. Or read potential warnings simply click on the “detailed view” button.
There are separate worksheets for each calculation. This is to enable a user to work on and
save, both bonnet and tailgate for a current project. All excel fields and functions are hidden as
standard to increase working area. They are not needed since the user only should interact with
the software.
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4.8.4 Verification
The finished software is used to calculate several hinges previously done by a manufacturer.
The results are compared (see Figure 69 and Figure 70). For all comparisons see appendix 9.

Figure 69, comparison of bonnet handling force at 20° C car 1
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Figure 70, comparison of tailgate handling force at 20° C car 1

At an average for both bonnet and tailgate, opening and closing, the average differential to
manufacturer values are 2,4 N. That translates to an error of 1,6%. The percentage is the
average differential value compared to the total force span. In this case that is (2,4 / (85-(-65))
= 0,0158 ≈ 1,6%. The highest differential to manufacturer values is 9 N, this could be due to
differences in the equations for spring force. These values changes depending on which
construction is compared.
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5. Discussion
In general, all methods chosen for this project were sound decisions, and they served the
purpose of driving the project forward. The allocation of time was appropriate, and the
different pieces of development received enough attention.
The concept generation was placed early in the project to get a feel for how much space
different elements of the software would use. This was of some help but if the project was
attempted again, it would be placed in later stages. Because at the early stages there are still a
lot of uncertainties about what will be included. And so even though the concepts cover all
elements in the final software, adjustments were made to accommodate size differences, that
arose between the concepts and the final software elements.
The equations used to describe a mathematical model can always be discussed. Depending on
how the problem is formulated the results will differ. The positional equations and equilibrium
equations are the correct way to calculate this and should yield the same results regardless of
approach. The equations describing spring behavior on the other hand will differ slightly,
depending on how they are formulated. In this project the spring tolerance is described at F1
(fully extended), it was therefore assumed that the tolerance could possibly be even greater,
than the tolerance given by the manufacturer. Because gas spring characteristics dictates that
compressed springs have a higher force then extended springs, the tolerance force would be
dependent on the current extension of the spring.
When designing a car, it is necessary to accommodate for a very big range of conditions, from
freezing cold to deserts. Therefore, you want to look at the extremes to see how your
construction behaves. Because of this, all high temperature values are calculated with positive
tolerance and low temperature values are calculated with negative tolerance.
Transferring equations to Excel was a bit tricky since all variable must be replaced with cell
references. It is also important to remember which references that change during motion and
which are fixed. All calculations were tested and controlled continuously to avoid this issue.
But since the application was known from the start and the equations formulated in a way that
suited transferring to excel it was quite easy.
Since the only data available from the manufacturer are calculated forces and spring
specifications it is impossible to know exactly how they have defined this problem. That makes
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it hard to trim the mathematical model, to exactly resemble that of the manufacturer. All
comparisons shown in the report and in the appendices, are without any adjustment factors to
the mathematical model. Considering how close the results are without adjustment suggests
that the most likely difference between the software and manufacturer calculations, are in
describing the spring behavior.
There are much larger differences when compared to actual test data and that could be of many
reasons. First of it is not certain that the exact same points are used during testing as in the
model, and then there is the question of measuring error. The physical testing is also done by
very slowly closing and opening tailgate and bonnet. This means that it is always moving which
could alter the results. A different approach to testing could be testing different positions and
increasing force until movement is registered. The number of tests is also too small to draw any
conclusions from. What we can tell from the physical test are that the general behavior of the
mathematical model corresponds to that shown in testing. By comparing test data and
manufacturer calculations it is also possible to conclude, that the manufacturer calculations are
closer to theoretical values than tested values.
These physical tests were only conducted to provide a reference to this work. It is not a
reoccurring procedure at the present. But considering it is a newly founded company it is not
unlikely that these kinds of tests will be a part of the testing and verification done regularly at
CEVT. If physical testing becomes a new standard procedure, it would be very interesting to
execute real testing under fully controlled conditions. By doing so and adjusting the software, it
would be possible to gain an advantage over several other competitors. With this kind of data it
would be possible to trim the mathematical model, to better resemble reality instead of theory.
All in all, the software and mathematical model shows good results with several car models
tested. This makes it a valid tool for use during development. By having an inhouse tool to do
these calculations it is possible to test more configurations in shorter time. This leads to a more
efficient development process. In the long run it could also be argued that the software will
shorten the development cycle and increase the quality of work. Shortening the development
cycle is accomplished by having a good baseline before depending on the manufacturer to
provide final calculations. And the increase in quality is attributed to coming close to an
optimal placement earlier and having more time to make minor changes for optimization.
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A lesson learned is also to make all documents in the appropriate language from the start. By
doing some documents in Swedish out of habit some work needed to be redone. Mostly to
make this document usable to all employees at the company since it is a multinational
company and the majority of the work force does not speak Swedish.
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6. Conclusion
The software is easy to use and understand, user who tested the software does only need an
introduction and is then able to use it independently.
The calculated results closely resemble the previously designed hinges from the manufacturer.
It enables an effective development by increasing the numbers of tested configurations in a
shorted amount of time.
It enables higher quality of the product since the possibilities to develop are increased. This
could possibly heighten the overall quality impression of finished vehicles. Since the user
experience is very dependent on the feel of interaction when using a vehicle.
Further physical testing would create data to improve the mathematical model for better
resemblance of physical values.
It could also shorten the development cycle since it is possible to test before sending data to a
manufacturer for final verification.
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7.

Future work

There are almost infinite possibilities to improve and develop a software of this character.
There are a number of variables, load cases and types of hinges that could be added, to mention
a few. This chapter will describe possible functions and features that have been identified
during this project. All these are listed below:
1. Add electrically operated struts. More and more newer cars come with electrically
operated tailgates and even bonnets. This increase the need to have the ability to also
calculate compatible placements for this type of strut. They have different characteristics
then a gas strut and therefore require different calculations. Except for the force
required to open the tailgate or bonnet, there are a lot of factors that are necessary to
know, to construct a good electric strut. Examples of calculations could be: The engine
torque required to operate the tailgate or bonnet. The time it would take to open or close
the bonnet or tailgate. Depending on gearing, motor speed, RPM (revolutions per
minute), and power to operate it in desired time. A suitable help spring to enable a
weaker and smaller motor. Are examples of calculations that would be needed to extend
the software for handling electric operated tailgate and bonnets.
2. It would be possible to insert more fine-tuning adjustments for spring settings.
Examples of that would be: Adjustable F1 position, F1 is defined as 10 mm from full
stroke but sometime there are cases where you might want to change this. There is also
always a safety margin to protect the spring from bottoming out. This is a standard value
that in special cases can be altered. It would also be possible to add help springs as in
the case of the electric drive. And as a final example it would be possible to account for
the lubrication oil inside the cylinder. Which affects the behavior, just before reaching
max stroke.
3. By using optimization methods, it would be possible to make the software suggest
changes to placements. Instead of the user doing incremental changes to see the results
you would task the software with testing different configurations to find the optimal
placement.
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4. The warnings incorporated are a relatively easy approach with preset threshold values
decided by the user. It would be possible to extend the number of warning parameters.
It would also be possible to create a ranking system, which would decide how important
a warning is. For example, a low open holding force at -30° C, might not be as important
as a tailgate that does not close by itself. It would also be possible to add suggestions at
how to mitigate existing warnings.
5. The calculations are done quasistatic and some values are changed for each step. This
creates an opportunity to incorporate a “movement analyzer”. By using the positional
equations to plot the mechanics of the hinge, and a macro-based slider for changing
angle. It is possible to create a graph with a moving hinge. This visual aid could be of
help while developing, to understand how the different handling points move during
operation of tailgate or bonnet. And gives the user a possibility to visualize how the
handling force will feel during operation of tailgate or bonnet.
6. It is always good to do calculations of dynamic forces when dealing with moving parts. It
is possible to get a good result with static calculations, as shown in this work, but
dynamic calculations open the possibility to some output that is not possible with the
quasistatic approach. For example, it would be possible to calculate the time the tailgate
or bonnet needs to open by itself after passing the crossover point. It would also be
possible to calculate the force exerted on different part when closing the tailgate or
bonnet. This could be used to dimension stoppers and verify that harsh closing does not
harm any of the components in the tailgate or bonnet.
7. To be able to send a design proposal to different departments at the company, you could
incorporate a printing function. When you present proposals outside your working
group you want them to be presentable and easy to understand. A printing function
would format the desired inputs and outputs in a way that works good on paper or in for
example a PDF. This would make it easy to send proposals, where instead of copying
and pasting the information to a document, you simply press a button. This button
should create a finished document with all necessary technical information as well as
version numbers, dates, project code, etc.
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8. Excel is a very capable software, especially with some ingenuity and workaround.
However, there are software’s, for example MATLAB or Octave that is better suited to
perform the calculations done in this project. It would be a waste to not use the
foundation created in this project, but by using a dedicated calculation software the
variety of possible calculations would increase. Instead of scrapping the Excel base, the
user interface and existing functions could be used. And by exporting relevant data to
specialized scripts in either software, the benefits could be used without starting from
scratch. The results could then be imported back into the existing user interface and
presented.
Another approach could be using the Microsoft language VBA (visual basics for
applications) for calculations. It has native support in excel and offers a range of
calculation possibilities. Even though it is not as comprehensive as the dedicated
software’s mentioned above. The best approach would need to be decided before a
future work of this nature is started.
9. If the software was to be developed much further, then todays version, it would be
reasonable to also evaluate the UI more extensively. This can be done in several ways,
but two different techniques will be discussed here. First are different kinds of user tests,
users are given the software and asked to perform a task without any help. They are then
observed, and this information is used to evaluate the UI, preferably the observers
should be seated in another room using remote surveillance, to not affect the testers.
The other technique is eye tracking, by using cameras it is possible to register where a
person is looking on the screen. Data from the eye tracking can be used to asses which
areas receive attentions and if the receive it in the correct order. Combining both these
techniques it would be possible to develop a UI that is designed based on how user
intuitively interacts, when first introduced to the software.
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Appendix 1. Project plan (in swedish)

Bakgrund
Arbetet har startats för att skapa ett verktyg som i konceptfasen kan användas för att testa olika
placeringar av gas-fjädrar vid motorhuv och baklucka. Under designprocessen av fordon sker
många förändringar, speciellt i tidiga stadier vilket gör att det finns ett behov av att kunna
uppskatta hur stora hanteringskrafterna blir på ett snabbt och enkelt sätt. Tidigare lösning har
varit att skicka uppgifter om detaljer till tillverkare av gasfjädrar och låta dem ta fram grafer,
något som tar lång tid och inte är hållbart i längden. Istället vill CEVT (uppdragsgivaren),
utveckla ett eget verktyg för att kunna arbeta självständigt. Att tidigt kunna avgöra om
placeringen är bra och ger bra hanteringskrafter är viktigt eftersom det i senare skeden är
väldigt komplicerat och tidskrävande att ändra placeringen. Detta gör det också väldigt dyrt om
stora förändringar måste göras sent i utvecklingsarbetet.
Referensdokument:
•
•
•
•

Handbok för mindre projekt
Kurs PM
WBS
Tidsplanering

Mål
Målet med projektet är att utveckla ett färdigt program åt uppdragsgivaren som de kan
använda i sin verksamhet. För att de skall kunna nyttja programmet effektivt måste vissa
egenskaper finnas hos programmet. Summerat i en lista är målen för programmet följande:
•
•
•
•
•

Ett program som med god precision kan beräkna de hanteringskrafter som uppstår vid
öppning och stängning av baklucka och motorhuv.
Programmet skall kunna användas av alla på företaget och måste vara både enkelt att
använda likväl som det ska fungera på alla datorer.
Programmet skall testas mot riktiga mätvärden och justeras för att representera
verkligheten.
Programmet skall vara färdigt 3:e Maj 2019
Enkelt att underhålla och vidareutveckla
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Detta är också ett examensarbete som skall uppfylla vissa krav för att godkännas från skolan,
detta bidrar till vissa av målen för projektet i sig. Målen för projektet är:
•
•
•
•

Alla inlämningar till skolan skall vara gjorda i tid.
Första versionen av rapporten klar till 17:e maj 2019
Slutpresentation 28:e maj 2019
Slutgiltig rapport inlämnade 12:e juni 2019

För att hinna uppfylla alla mål inom projekttiden och för att kunna jobba effektivt utan
sidospår är det och viktigt med begränsningar, dessa är:
•
•
•
•

Mjukvaran och ekvationerna skall vara formulerade kvasistatiskt.
Alla externa faktorer såsom lister, friktion kommer bortses från i beräkningar och
representeras med parametrar efter fysisk testning.
Arbetet kommer endast omfatta en enkelt/direkt fastsatt gasfjäder alternativt elektrisk
drift och fyrledsmekanismer.
Mjukvaran skall ge resultatet i form av en graf och presentera enklare varningar, ej
föreslå placeringar eller andra avancerade funktioner.

Organisation
Projektledare/deltagare:
Namn: Gustav Andersson
Mobil-nr: +4670 – 680 47 97
Mail: g.andersson.1991@gmail.com alt. gustav.andersson@cevt.se
Ansvarig för att planera, driva, genomföra och slutföra projektet.

Handledare CEVT:
Namn: Mikael Johansson
Mobil-nr: +4672 – 988 87 41
Mail: mikael.johansson2@cevt.se
Skall bistå med stöd och guidning i frågor som rör företaget och projektet.
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Handledare Karlstads universitet:
Namn: Anders Biel
Telefon-nr: +4654 – 700 11 51
Mail: anders.biel@kau.se
Skall bistå med stöd och guidning i frågor som rör examensarbetet och processen.

Beslut tas med målet att föra produkten och arbetet närmare måluppfyllnad. Om osäkerhet
råder tas beslut efter diskussion med handledare inom respektive område.

Projektmodell
Projektet kommer genomföras i flera faser där grindhål separerar varje fas, för att kunna gå
vidare i projektet måste alla aktiviteter som krävs för grindhålet vara avslutade. Tonvikt i
början kommer ligga på beräkningar och att formulera allmänna ekvationer som går att
använda i till mjukvaran. Sedan blir fokuset utveckling av mjukvaran, både funktioner och
gränssnitt ska utvecklas, här kommer arbetet inkludera fler på arbetsplatsen som måste bidra
med input. Slutligen kommer mätningar göras på riktiga bilar för att sedan jämföras med
modellens värden. Med de resultaten kan modellen justeras för att motsvara verkligheten.
Fas

Färdigt

Milstolpar/Grindhål

Planering

2019-02-06

Tidsplan, FMEA, Utkast projektplan, projektplan

Förarbete

2019-02-15

Utkast kravspecifikation, Kravspecifikation

Beräkningar

2019-03-01

Alla ekvationer formulerade

Mjukvara

2019-04-15

Konceptval, verifiering av funktioner, Delredovisning,
funktionellt program

Validering

2019-05-03

Utföra mätningar på bil, Justerad mjukvara

Rapport

2019-06-12

Första hela utkastet på rapporten, Slutredovisning på
CEVT, Slutredovisning på universitetet, Färdig
Slutrapport
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Kommenterar till tidsplan och resursplan
Tidsplanen är gjord med en reell uppskattning av varje moment för att kunna ge en bild av hur
många timmar och vilka aktiviteter som kommer krävas för att slutföra projektet. Datumen går
i ett och den bör justeras upp med hålrum som blir planerad extratid för att ha marginaler.
Det finns ingen beläggningsplan då arbetet kommer utföras av en person, resurser som
kommer att behövas under projektets gång finns listat i bilagor.
Planeringen har ej tagit hänsyn till helgdagar och liknande, det finns ett startdatum och ett
slutdatum för varje aktivitet för att visa inom vilken period arbetet bör utföras, hela denna
period är ej aktivt arbete 8h/dag. Den uppskattade tidsåtgången för varje uppgift finns listad
separat.
Detaljplanering av veckor kommer ske löpande i början av varje vecka och skall innefatta de
aktiviteter som behövs för att hålla tidsplanen
De saker som ej är planerade och som måste bestämmas i god tid är slutredovisning på CEVT
och universitetet. Universitetets datum fungerar ej utan presentationen behöver ske sista
veckan i maj.

Riskbedömning
För att kunna hantera risker och problem görs en FMEA, tanken är att identifiera alla risker
som kan hindra projektet. Genom att identifiera dessa risker tidigt kan man ta fram lösningar
på problemen alternativt välja metoder som eliminerar riskerna. Alla delar som kan påverka
resultatet bör tas med oavsett om det är stor eller liten risk, i FMEA:an gör sedan en viktning
där risk och sannolikhet bedöms. Riskerna med låg totalpoäng anses harmlösa eller acceptabla
medan de med högre poäng kräver åtgärder, speciellt om risken har stor effekt på projektet.
Den största risken är att arbete måste göras om för att kvalitén är för låg eller för att arbetet
inte svarar mot kraven, detta kan undvikas genom att skapa en noggrann kravspecifikation
som är facit för vad som har bestämts. En tät kontakt med återkommande avstämningar
minimerar också risken.
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Exempelbild på FMEA

Riskhantering finns inbyggt genom prioriteringsordning på de olika momenten, om tiden
inte räcker till. Första prioritet är beräkningar och anpassad mjukvara för en enkelt infäst
gasfjäder. Andra är fyrledsmekanismen, lägst prioritet är eldriften.

Dokumenthantering
Alla dokument som skapas under projektet kommer att lagras på Onedrive för enkel tillgång
och säkerhetskopiering. Inga dokument som tillhör CEVT kommer att flyttas utan endast läsas
genom den tillgång som finns i den tilldelade bärbara datorn.
Dokumenten kommer döpas enligt en mall för att enkelt kunna avgöra innehållet, mallen ser ut
som nedan:
Filens Namn Version. Kurs. Skapare. Datum
Ex:
Projektplan V1.0. Examensarbete. Gustav Andersson. 2019-xx-xx
Eftersom arbetet ej sker i grupp och alla dokument skall redigeras på Onedrive skall det ej
finnas någon risk för olika versioner av samma dokument.
Vissa dokument uppdateras löpande T.ex. projektplanen, dessa saknar datum och är istället
märkta UL (Uppdateras Löpande).
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Appendix 2. WBS
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Appendix 3. Timetable
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Appendix 4. GANT-Schedule
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Appendix 5. Requirement specification
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Appendix 6. Calculations
(These are raw calculations and not in order, it is also possible that notations have changed during development.
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Appendix 7. Concepts
First pages:

Figure 71, graphical view, concept 1

Figure 72, graphical view, concept 2
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Figure 73, graphical view, concept 3

Figure 74, graphical view, concept 4
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Figure 76, graphical view, concept 5

Figure 75, graphical view, concept 6
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Figure 77, graphical view, concept 7

Figure 78, graphical view, concept 8
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Figure 79, graphical view, concept 9

Figure 80, graphical view, concept 10
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Figure 81, graphical view, concept 11

Figure 82, graphical view, concept 12
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Second pages:

Figure 83, Deatailed view, concept 1

Figure 84, Deatailed view, concept 2
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Figure 85, Deatailed view, concept 3

Figure 86, Deatailed view, concept 4
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Figure 87, Deatailed view, concept 5
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Figure 88, Deatailed view, concept 6
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Appendix 8. Comparison to physical tests
Raw test results, X-axis is distance in mm and Y-axis is N

Figure 89, opening bonnet

Figure 90, closing bonnet
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Figure 91, tailgate opening

Figure 92, tailgate closing
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Comparison to calculated values from software (X-axis is opening angle in degrees, Y-axis = N).
All charts from measuring is on car 1.

Figure 93, opening and closing of bonnet at 20°
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Figure 94, closing of tailgate at 20°

Figure 95, opening of tailgate at 20°
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Appendix 9. Comparison to manufacturer data
Comparison of software and manufacturer (X-axis is opening angle in degrees, Y-axis = N)

Figure 96, comparison to manufacturer car 1

Figure 97, comparison to manufacturer car 1
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Figure 98, comparison to manufacturer car 1

Figure 99, comparison to manufacturer car 1
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Figure 100, comparison to manufacturer car 1

Figure 101, comparison to manufacturer car 1
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Figure 102, comparison to manufacturer car 2

Figure 103, comparison to manufacturer car 2
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Figure 104, comparison to manufacturer car 2

Figure 105, comparison to manufacturer car 3
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Figure 106, comparison to manufacturer car 3

Figure 107, comparison to manufacturer car 3
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Figure 108, comparison to manufacturer car 5

Figure 109, comparison to manufacturer car 5
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Figure 110, comparison to manufacturer car 5

Figure 111, comparison to manufacturer car 8
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Figure 112, comparison to manufacturer car 8

Figure 113, comparison to manufacturer car 8
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Figure 114, comparison to manufacturer car 9

Figure 115, comparison to manufacturer car 9
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Figure 116, comparison to manufacturer car 9

Figure 117, comparison to manufacturer car 10
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Figure 118, comparison to manufacturer car 10

Figure 119, comparison to manufacturer car 10
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Four-bar mechanisms

Figure 120, comparison to manufacturer car 4

Figure 121, comparison to manufacturer car 4
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Figure 122, comparison to manufacturer car 4

Figure 123, comparison to manufacturer car 6
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Figure 124, comparison to manufacturer car 6

Figure 125, comparison to manufacturer car 6
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Figure 126, comparison to manufacturer car 7

Figure 127, comparison to manufacturer car 7
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Figure 128, comparison to manufacturer car 7
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